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Monthly
M E S S AG E F RO M T H E P R E S I D E N T
With any new technology
there are those that rush to buy and
others that lag. Studies have shown
that about 16% of the market for innovative technologies are a demographic labeled as “Early Adopters”.
The next 34% of the market is referred to as “Early majority” followed
by another 34% labeled as “Late Majority” and finally “Laggards” that encompass the last 16% of a given
market. ‘Um … great’, you say,
‘thanks for the marketing lesson.
Have anything to say about MINIs
this month?’ Yes I do.
If you think about the demographics of the MINI market you will find
the above rules fit our community
very well. Just look at the annual
sales of the MINI during the first 6
years since BMW introduced the new
MINI and I think it should be clear
that the statistics really do pan out.
The first purchasers of the new MINI
were few in number but very enthusiastic. As time went on and new models were released the number of
MINI owners increased, but some of
the enthusiasm has waned. Not that
the newer owners are less enamored
with their purchases but rather more
and more look at their little MINI as
simply another vehicle – transportation.
Who here hasn’t waved at a fellow MINI driver only to be given a
look of total indifference or a sort of
odd clueless-ness? I have. I waved
at a nice LY/B MC, stared her right in
the eye and she looked as if she was
about to dial 911. There was no recognition of the fact that we shared at
least one thing in common. Heck I

doubt she even realized I was driving a MINI. I’ve noticed more and
more of this kind of occurrence.
Sure I still get waves from time to
time and even some that are a little
too enthusiastic, but more often
then not I get the blank stare of total clueless-ness.
Now I’m OK with the fact
that a lot of people these days buy
a MINI because of the fuel economy. It was not even in my top ten
reasons for buying it, but whatever.
What I just don’t get however is
how a person making a logical and
prudent purchase based on the fuel
stingy characteristic of the MINI can
apparently not have a motoring
epiphany when, after a few days of
ownership, they realize that this car
handles like no other vehicle they
have ever driven. How is it they can
remain in a seemingly unaltered
state after taking a corner faster
then ever comfortably possible before? Yes it is a vehicle, but its not
just a vehicle. Hello – have you
ever driven a car that actually
makes you smile?
So as time goes on and
MINIs permeate the masses, we
MINI motoring enthusiasts will become less of a force and more of a
minority. Sad but true. Some of us
were indeed early adopters and for
the most part we all were at least in
the early majority demographic.
Now however there are more and
more fellow MINI owners who fall
into the late majority and they will
for the most part view their MINI as
a vehicle – transportation. There
will of course always be those new
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MINI owners that either come
seeking our club or choose to
join based on conversations with
a member, I’m not really that concerned about those folks. What
concerns me are those with the
deer-in-the-headlight look when a
fellow MINI owners tosses a
wave to acknowledge a commonality. Those people who view
their MINI purchase the same as
when they bought the Ford Focus or SUV are the ones that
worry me. They are diluting our
motoring family and there is little
hope in turning them into enthusiasts. Beware fellow motoring pals
– the laggards are coming and
there is nothing that MINI USA
wants more or I less.

Chuck Maybee
President, MINI5280
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R I D E T H E RO C K I E S — C O L O R A D O C O N C L AV E
The day started out beautiful. One by one the
MINIs gathered at Oak Park in Arvada. Donuts
were devoured, coffee was guzzled....about 10
colorful MINIs joined together for "Ride the Rockies." The ride took us west on 64th Ave to Indiana
St north. What should've been about a 3-mile
drive north on Indiana ended when we took a
wrong turn on 72nd Ave instead of CO-72. Oops!
Ok, so back on course...a 22 mile drive on CO-72
west and a quick regroup at the Wondervu Cafe
(think Summer Solstice Ride!) turns into 119 (the
Peak to Peak Scenic highway). For the next 22
miles, we had nothing but beautiful weather &
scenery to enjoy. Yes, we had to look for things
along the way for the quiz part of the
ride...including a stop and wrong turn (through no
fault of our own) in Nederland. The best detour
was in Raymond, CO....a lemonade &
cookie stand set up just for us....ok, not just for us
but we "took it over" for a while. Back on the road
another 14 miles on Hwy 7 into Lyons. A quiet
drive through Lyons put us onto Ute Hwy (Hwy 66)
to Hwy 287 south into Longmont...our final destination for lunch at the Pump House Brewery off
6th & Main Street in Longmont. Quizzes were
turned in and tie breaker questions were handed
out....all pertaining to the Beatles. So if you were a
fan, you might've done well...but not us! Oh yeah,
did I mention there were other British cars motoring along the route too? But not many of them
stuck together like our MINI family.
Story by Teena Craighill
Photos by Chuck Maybee
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U P DAT E O N H P R
Below are some photos from the groundbreaking and the current status of the HPR:

We have also been informed that all track surfaces have been put down and the asphalt is now undergoing
a winter cure. The track is holding a new fund raiser for facility costs such as restrooms, power and concessions. Interested in helping? Contact : www.highplainsraceway.com for info on how
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C O L O R A D O E N G L I S H M OTO R I N G C O N C L AV E
This year was the 25th annual Colorado Conclave and as with past events it was well attended and well organized. The Conclave this year was dedicated to Ellis A. Cahn, DDS, a long-time motoring enthusiast,
RMVR member and co-Chair for the 2008 Conclave. The event this year was held on September 13 & 14
with Saturday being the day for motoring and Sunday the day for display.
Sunday’s show started out moist – truly an English
weather theme to make our little British cars feel at
home. Our club again held the premier location in the
park at the very north end and shared our space with the
classic Minis. In front of us spread the whole of English
automobile history from the elegant Rolls Royce, the rugged Range Rover, classy Jaguar and sporty Triumph. If
it was English it was in Oak Park.
Our first task was to wipe away the rain, mud and grass
deposited by the elements and a four-wheeling drive
across the park lawn to our designated area. As show
time approached and the morning mist diminished,
wheels were re-shined, paint was freshened, glass clarified and tops retracted (tin tops excluded of course).
Next sustenance was provided in the form of breakfast
burritos, coffee and day-old donuts passed over by Saturday’s motorists.

Two full lines could barely contain the New MINI
with a count of 20 and with our next door classic
Mini brethren counted at 12 we were a force to be
reckoned with. For the next 5 hours we chatted up
spectators, swapped motoring adventures and
gave mechanical and detailing advice. Each
MINI5280 member received a MITM grill badge (or
at least should have – let me know if I missed you)
and got to bask in the glow of admiration cast upon
our MINIs by the hundreds of on-lookers.
At the end of the day awards were presented to the
top three vote collectors from each division. For our
group a third place was handed to Ms. Sandy
Bouchier a Wyoming MINI5280 member with a
spiffy ladybug motif on her Chili Red MCS, second
place was awarded to your President’s Chili Red
MCc and first prize was delivered to Ms. Teena
Craighill showing her Chili Red MCSc.
An excellent outing for our club.

Story by: Chuck Maybee
Photos by: Don Suiter & Rick Gonzales
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R AC E C E N T R A L C A R S H OW
A Car Show?
Something I
never really
imagined ever
entering, but
with the promise
of free food, lots
of sweet cars to
look at, and Bud
girls, how could
I resist. Not to mention Chuck and Don were sure to
be good company. So, I signed up. Then the real
work began as I washed, waxed, Black Wowed and
detailed the Mini in the days leading up to the event. I
didn’t know what to expect and thought I better at
least be clean.

Yes, my car was clean, but after sitting next to
Chuck’s Matilda any little spot I missed sure stood
out. Our cars huddled together surrounded by exotics, classics, muscle cars old and new. A couple Lotus’, a Lamborghini, an Audi R8 and a Pantera all
added to the excitement of the day. In spite of all the

big guns we drew our share of admirers. Among
those were the guys from SCR Performance who
had a couple of cars there, the Bud girls with their
freebies and let’s not forget Rich and Teena showing their support the whole day with us.
After getting my share of Famous Dave’s BBQ and
Papa Murphy’s Pizza I figured it was a pretty successful day. Great weather, great company, and

great cars. Then they drew the number for the
grand prize raffle. OH GREAT! WE WON! After
seeing what we won I wasn’t sure if it was a blessing or a curse. I wasn’t exactly sure we were going
to fit a GRILL in the back of the MINI. With a little
help from Rich and Chuck’s tools we managed to fit
it in the back. I also need to thank my wife, Tina, for
driving us home. There was no way I was going to
fit after pushing the seats up to fit the grill. I guess it
was a good thing we left the kids at home.
Article by: Dave Nierman
Photos by: Chuck Maybee & Don Suiter
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MC2 NEWS
Greetings everyone,
As the summertime rolls into rain here in Seattle,
and weather changes for all of us nationally and
globally, we have to tell everyone we at MC2 have
been busy meeting many readers at the four
MTTS events, and now we’ve finished the event
season with the Magical Mystery MINI
Tour in San Francisco. Presented by Redwood
Empire MINI enthusiasts (REME), this 3-day event
on Treasure Island may have been the largest and
costliest mini/MINI event ever held outside
Europe, so stay tuned to our magazine for complete coverage with the mailing of the
forthcoming issue to mail early November. Meanwhile, we have some magazine business to
cover...
MC2 is no longer available on any newsstand. A
business decision based upon costs to profit, we
believe it's in our best interest to be a "controlled
circulation magazine," available only as a paid
subscription, or with the courtesy of our advertisers and MINI dealers that may have complimentary copies available in their UPS boxes or their
dealership.

to anyone with a US mailing address. This is a limited time offer.
Better yet, pay $24.95 for that US-based 1-year/6issue subscription and we'll send you a free copy of
the book "Motoring"
we've been selling for $29.95. We'll start shipping
them in later September. This offer's subject to
quantity available and has a limited time offer, but
should last through
We'll be talking to you about various plans for next
year's 50th Anniversary at Silverstone raceway, England next May, and what we in the USA should do
on our own to record this historic date 50 years in
the making.
Happy motoring,
Barry Brazier, Publisher

We'll soon have available a program where a prospective subscriber can buy a single issue for $6$7 just as they would on the shelf, only this will
include the postage to US and Canadian mailing
addresses. Now that's service! Better yet, as we
want to really reach every owner, we
have an offer for those that lapsed their subscription or anyone wanting to load-up their bank of
issues for a better price. These offers are only
available through our website, not the 800 call-in
vendor/service or mail-in check please!
We'll offer a 6-issue/1-year subscription for $19.95
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.
MEET YOUR MEMBERS
SPOTLIGHT: CHRIS CHAPPELL

Name

Chris Chappell

Nickname

Chris

Date of Purchase (Mini)

06/07

Dealer of Purchase
Spouse
Year Married
Is she / he a MINI Mania?
Children Info

Baron Mini, Kansas City KS
Divorced ‘04. Current Girlfriend: Stephanie
Been there, done that.
It’s growing on her
No kids

(Name, Age, College, Married, Where residing, etc)

Grandchildren (Names and Ages)
Address

12 grandchildren. No, just kidding
Littleton

Mods

Motor, exhaust, exterior graphics. More 2 come.

Color

Sparkling Silver

Employer /Type of Business

Smith Barney – Financial Advisor

Position

V.P. Wealth Management

Hobbies

Sports, cars, travel, food, wine, dogs, etc..

Greatest Achievement Since College

Every day is a blessing

(or since adulthood)
Favorite MINI Memory
A couple favorite songs from the college
days
(For the DJ)

My History with the MINI

The first configuration on MiniUSA.com
Melt With You – Modern English
Back In Black – AC/DC
The Clash – Train In Vain
So far, 13,290 miles of FUN!
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
Hello to all!
Are you ready for another fun filled MINI event to raise money for charity? Last year's MINI Cooper Italian Job
Charity Run was a big success, thanks to the friendly, supportive, and generous people that attended our first
event. We all had fun pretending we were part of the story of the Italian Job movie by driving around Los Angeles together and "going for the gold".

We have spent a longer time than we thought we would in planning the 2nd Annual MINI Cooper Charity Run
Event. Again we will use the themes from the Italian Job movie, but we are going to expand that which everyone loved and change some of the other venues. We will have new and improved gold bars
for each participating car, prize giveaways, and motoring swag. This will again be an all day event with the
proceeds going to the charity of the winner's choice, this time with a break for lunch.
Date: Saturday, October 25, 2008
Cost: $40, of which at least $32 will go to the charity of the winner's
choice and up to $8 as needed will go to the administrative costs like
prizes, gold bars one for each registered car, etc.
This time the event is limited to 100 cars and the event will be here very soon, so sign up today! Also help get
the word out by telling all your MINI Cooper contacts about this charity event.
For full details visit our website at <http://www.minicooperrally.com/> www.MiniCooperRally.com.
You can watch the six minute video promoting the event and view the event flyer here: <http://
montroseminicooperrallies.org/current_event_main.html> http://montroseminicooperrallies.org/
current_event_main.html

Here's where you can sign up:
<http://montroseminicooperrallies.org/squad_member_sign_up_main.html>

Let's Motor for a Cause, instead of motoring just because!
Hope to see you at the Rally!!
Charlie & Cindy
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
MERRY MINIS on the MOUNTAIN 10/31!!!!
Its time for the second annual MERRY MINIS on the MOUNTAIN event!!
Hello to all!
October 31 through November 2
Magazine
State
Park,
ARLast year's MINI Cooper Italian Job
Are you ready for another fun filledMount
MINI event
to raise
money
forParis,
charity?
Charity
was a big
success,
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in the
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story
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movie
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driving
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Ancurvy mountain roads. Join fellow MINI enthusiasts from the region to socialize, enjoy some great food, experigeles
together
and
"going
for
the
gold".
ence Pig Trail twisties, and more!! This event is attracting more and more MINIs each year--so make your
plans now (see below)!
We have
longer time
than we thought
we would
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Cooper
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year'sspent
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the2nd
driveAnnual
up theMINI
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Pig
Event. Again we will useTrail,
the themes
from
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but
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are
going
to
expand
that
which
everylots of great food, and a silent auction to benefit charity.
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participating
car,split
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and
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This will
againstyles:
be an"Touring"
all day event
with the
This
year the
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Date: Saturday,
October 25, 2008
SCHEDULE
Cost: $40, of which at least $32 will go to the charity of the winner's
October
choice and up to $8 Friday,
as needed
will 31
go(Halloween!)
to the administrative costs like
Halloween Costume
Party
at
Mt.
Magazine
State
(Tananger
prizes, gold bars one for each Lodge
registered
car, Room)
etc. 7:00 - 9:00
Cash Bar and light Hors d' oeuvres
This time the event is limited to 100 cars and the event will be here very soon, so sign up today! Also help get
Saturday,
November
1 about this charity event.
the word out by telling all your
MINI Cooper
contacts
Pre-Drive
Briefing- Lodge Parking lot 8:30www.MiniCooperRally.com.
For full details visit our website
at <http://www.minicooperrally.com/>
Drive begins 9:00
Lunch
in Eureka
12:00
You can watch the six minute video promoting
theSprings
event and
view the event flyer here: <http://
Dinner
at
Lodge
6:00
montroseminicooperrallies.org/current_event_main.html> http://montroseminicooperrallies.org/
Silent Auction
& Cocktails - Lodge 8:00 until...
current_event_main.html
(features video from the day's drive)
Here's where you can sign up:
Sunday, November 2
<http://montroseminicooperrallies.org/squad_member_sign_up_main.html>
Breakfast at Mt. Magazine Lodge 9:00
Farewells and return home
http://montroseminicooperrallies.org/squad_member_sign_up_main.html
Let's Motor for a Cause, instead of motoring just because!
ACCOMMODATIONS
We have blocked out several rooms andHope
cabins
the
Mt.atMagazine
to at
see
you
the Rally!!State Park Lodge. They are available on
a first-come first served basis. Contact the lodge at 877-665-6343 to secure one of these rooms. This block
of rooms is only reserved
9/30....so book fast!!
Charlie &until
Cindy
Our new website will soon include a registration form, but for the moment please use the "contact us" link to
indicate your plans (names, arrival / departure dates, email contact information).
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NEXT CLUB MEETING
7:00 PM TUESDAY, OCTOBER 14 , 2008
Fox and Hound Smokehouse & Tavern
4750 W. 120th Ave., Suite 900
Westminster, CO 80020
Phone: (303) 464-7366
http://www.tentcorp.com/locations/colocal.html
Enhanced food menu!

Chuck Maybee
President, MINI5280
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CLASSIFIEDS
Custom MINI Shift Knobs

If you have any items for our classified section please
email a description, price and photo(s) to:

2002-2006 Mini Cooper Shift Knobs. $40.00
Shipped. Custom made from pool balls. Locks on
with a dowel pin and set screws, will not spin.

Newsletter@MINI5280.org

e-mail me at bryansusanw@hotmail.com

If you have an idea for a ride, function, event, get‐
together or meeting place let us know at:
info@MINI5280.org
You could receive MINI5280 swag for your effort!

Jean Allais (NAM: eeyore) has published a cookbook full of fun recipes,
witty humor and over 80 photographs of MINIs.
If you can cook, know someone who can, can correctly identify a stove
from a microwave or can spell meringue – this book is for you.
Given my “if it don’t come in a can, it don’t go in this man” philosophy of
culinary arts, even I have found the recipes easy to follow with superb
results. For example my favorite on page 30:
Single Malt Highland Scotch
Ingredients:
1 Bottle Single Malt Highland Scotch
Directions:
Open bottle of Single Malt Highland Scotch.
Pour 4 to 6 ounces in a glass.
Drink. Ice is sometimes added to this recipe.

Order via PayPal for $20 which includes postage:

just jean@bresnan.net
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For Sale – MITM Plaques $15
These plaques are made by a MINI5280 member out of
aluminum. They are engraved with the MITM logo and
yet do not include a year so they are in fact timeless.
These are perfect for mounting in the engine bay, dash
or bumper and include their own adhesive backing.
Contact: Bryan Williamson at
bryansusanw@hotmail.com

CAN YOU GUESS WHICH CAR ALL
THESE VEHICLES ARE BASED ON???

Next Month GBSHF
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Calendar of Events
Here are the upcoming MINI5280 events as well as events from other clubs and
organizations. For more details on all events visit the MINI5280 Calendar on NAM.
Make sure to check the calendar often because you never know when something
may be added!
October 7

MOTR Monthly Meeting

October 14

MINI5280 Monthly Meeting

October 25

Italian Job Charity Run, Los Angeles

October 26

Yalla Yalla 2008—Lost Souls

October 31

Merry MINIs on the Mountain, Paris, AR

Special Club Offer from AutoWeek Magazine
If any member is interested in ordering AutoWeek magazine—a 50 issue subscription for $14
This is 1/2 off the newsstand price of $29.95
Email me at info@MINI5280.com and I will provide you the details.

MINI5280 Monthly Staff
Ingrid Fleming
Chief Editor

Chuck Maybee
Co‐Editor and Contributor

Rick Gonzales
Jonathan Souza
Mike Gleason
Teena Craighill
Barry Brazier
Rick Chapell
Dave Nieman
Contributors
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